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Abstract: Place recognition is an essential component of autonomous mobile robot navigation.
It is used for loop-closure detection to maintain consistent maps, or to localize the robot along
a route, or in kidnapped-robot situations. Camera sensors provide rich visual information for
this task. We compare different approaches for visual place recognition: holistic methods
(visual compass and warping), signature-based methods (using Fourier coefficients or feature
descriptors (able for binary-appearance loop-closure evaluation, ABLE)), and feature-based
methods (fast appearance-based mapping, FabMap). As new contributions we investigate whether
warping, a successful visual homing method, is suitable for place recognition. In addition, we
extend the well-known visual compass to use multiple scale planes, a concept also employed
by warping. To achieve tolerance against changing illumination conditions, we examine the NSAD
distance measure (normalized sum of absolute differences) on edge-filtered images. To reduce the impact
of illumination changes on the distance values, we suggest to compute ratios of image distances
to normalize these values to a common range. We test all methods on multiple indoor databases, as
well as a small outdoor database, using images with constant or changing illumination conditions.
ROC analysis (receiver-operator characteristics) and the metric distance between best-matching image
pairs are used as evaluation measures. Most methods perform well under constant illumination
conditions, but fail under changing illumination. The visual compass using the NSAD measure on
edge-filtered images with multiple scale planes, while being slower than signature methods, performs
best in the latter case.

Keywords: visual place recognition; holistic image processing; visual compass; robot localization

1. Introduction

A common task of autonomous mobile robots is to build a map of an environment, and to navigate
within this map (simultaneous localization and mapping, SLAM). The methods studied in this paper
assume the use of a topological or topometric map. A topological map is a graph where each place in the
environment is represented by a graph node [1]. Each node stores sensor information (e.g., a laser
scan or a panoramic image) collected at the associated place. In the special case of a topological map
with metric information (topometric map), nodes also carry metric position estimates. Links between
nodes indicate that the robot can travel between these nodes on a direct path. The density of nodes
required to describe the environment can vary depending on the robot’s task, ranging from sparse
(e.g., one node per room) to dense (e.g., a node every few centimeters) [2,3].

Identifying two places to be identical based on their associated sensor information is called place
recognition. Commonly, a distance measure is computed based on the sensor information (e.g., a metric
error after registration of laser scans, the number of correctly matched features between images,
or a pixel-wise distance between camera images). The place with the minimum (or maximum)
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distance can be selected as a single best match (e.g., for loop-closure detection). Alternatively,
multiple similar places can be determined by thresholding the distance values (e.g., to add links
to a graph). Possible applications of place recognition include: loop-closure detection, kidnapped-robot
problem, localization along routes [4,5], and place discrimination. Particularly, loop-closure detection
is an important prerequisite to build consistent maps. With loop-closure detection, the robot has
to detect whether it has returned to a previously visited location. Errors during pose prediction can
cause inaccurate pose estimates after driving long distances, thus loop closures cannot be detected
based on metrical estimates alone (and in purely topological maps, pose estimates are not available
at all). Instead, sensor information from range sensors or camera images is used for this task, as
it captures information about the robot’s actual surroundings instead of referring to its internal
pose estimate.

Correctly identifying loop closures is particularly important for maps with metrical
position estimates. If loop closures are not detected successfully, these maps might contain
multiple disjoint representations of a single region. Such an inconsistent metric map is useless
for navigation. Incorporating even correctly detected loop closures in metric maps can result in
strong changes of the position estimates of the entire map if the estimated positions of matched
regions are far apart. Early SLAM systems could not handle falsely identified loop closures, as these
would permanently introduce constraints that are incompatible with a correct representation of the
environment. Newer systems can validate loop-closure constraints or remove them again if they
appear to be inconsistent [6–8].

When using purely topological maps [1], loop closures only add new links in the graph representing
the map. Alternatively, nodes representing the same location can be fused, while the remaining nodes
are not affected. Missed loop closures prevent the detection of shortcuts in the map, and may add
redundant nodes representing the same location. However, navigation between nodes is still possible
when following the links connecting them.

The kidnapped-robot problem arises when a robot has been displaced manually and has to localize
itself within the map, due to missing information about the displacement. The current sensor
information can be compared to the data stored in the nodes of the map to find the best-matching
place. In [9], Fourier signatures together with a Monte Carlo method are used to localize the robot.

In place discrimination, the results of place recognition are used to decide when a new node should
be inserted into a map: If the current sensor information indicates a place already present in the map,
no new node is inserted. Only if no good match with an existing place can be found, a new node is
added to the map [1].

While following a route in a topological map, place-recognition techniques can be used to check
whether the next node along the route has been reached [4]. The next node along the route can then be
selected and the process repeats until the goal is reached.

In this paper, we only consider place-recognition methods using visual information, specifically
panoramic images. Our previous work has been concerned with the visual control of cleaning robots
for systematic room coverage using a topometric map [3,10]. Aside from map consistency, loop-closure
detection in this task is crucial to avoid cleaning an area multiple times, or leaving areas uncleaned.
The navigation of our cleaning robot employs a holistic visual homing method (Min-Warping [11]).
Here the term “holistic” refers to methods considering the entire image content rather than detecting
some local features. Our goal in this work is to investigate whether holistic methods can also be used
for place recognition as an alternative to the widely used feature-based methods. We are currently
working on a complete-coverage method for cleaning robots that employs a dense purely topological
map (with only relative pose information stored in the links). Nodes identified by place recognition,
together with their neighbors in the graph, are used to triangulate relative pose estimates to move
adjacent to previously traversed areas. False loop closures could be identified by comparing multiple
triangulations for consistency.
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The paper is structured as follows: Section 1.1 gives an overview of the related literature.
The methods used in this paper are presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes the datasets and
experimental setups used to evaluate the different place-recognition methods. The results are presented
in Section 4, a discussion follows in Section 5. Final conclusions are presented in Section 6.

1.1. Related Work

In the following, we focus on visual methods for place recognition, which can be divided
into multiple categories: holistic, feature-based, and signature-based. Holistic methods use all
information contained in an image, usually based on pixel-wise comparisons, without selecting
any special regions of interest. Feature-based methods detect keypoints in an image (e.g., corners) and
describe the surrounding pixels using a descriptor; these descriptors are matched between images.
Signature-based methods describe whole images using a low-dimensional representation.

A recent survey on visual place recognition, focusing on feature- and signature-based methods,
is available in [12].

1.1.1. Holistic Methods

Holistic methods for place recognition, especially for outdoor applications, have been studied
in [13–15]. Visual place recognition usually relies on interrelating image content appearing in multiple
images. To avoid a limited field of view resulting from standard cameras and lenses, panoramic
images showing a 360◦ view around the robot are preferred to guarantee overlapping image content.
Panoramic images are often captured using catadioptric mirrors or ultra-wide-angle fisheye lenses
and mapped to a spherical panoramic image (example images are provided in Section 3). Here we
assume that robot motion is restricted to the plane, such that only azimuthal rotations of the camera
are possible, which correspond to horizontal shifts of the panoramic images. Two images are most
similar when they are rotationally aligned in azimuthal direction [13]. Therefore, a pixel-wise distance
measure between the panoramic images is computed for all rotations and the minimum is determined.
The rotation angle at the minimum can be used as a visual compass [13,14]. Image dissimilarity can be
deduced from the image distance at this minimum. Minimal image dissimilarity typically increases
with increasing spatial distance between the capture points of the two images [13]. This relationship is
caused by the fact that image changes caused by translation (both vertical and horizontal distortions)
are not captured by the rotational alignment. Phase correlation [16,17] based on Fourier transformation
can also be used to estimate the rotation.

A local visual homing method called Min-Warping [11] utilizes two extensions to this simple
visual compass to consider distortions caused by translations. Its first phase computes all pairwise
distances between image columns and can be used to estimate the relative orientation between images,
similar to the visual compass. To account for vertical distortions that are caused when the distance
to an object changes, the images are scaled around the horizon using a discrete set of scale factors.
Horizontal distortions also arise from changes of the relative order of objects: A close object appearing
on one side of a more distant object in the first image may appear on its other side after movement
of the camera. In the second phase of Min-Warping the image columns are compared independently
to counter this effect, instead of retaining the relative order of the image columns during the comparison
(as in the 2D-Warping method [18]). We explore how these two extensions affect the performance
of Min-Warping as a method for place recognition.

Holistic methods are also used in SeqSLAM [5,19], where the sum of absolute differences between
low-resolution, patch-normalized images is computed. Sequences of images are compared to identify
segments captured previously along a route. An extension to two-dimensional maps (in contrast
to routes) is available in 2D SeqSLAM [20].
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1.1.2. Feature-Based Methods

A large variety of feature-based methods is available which can also be applied in the context
of place recognition. Feature-based methods usually detect keypoints (e.g., corners) and describe
the surrounding patches using a descriptor (feature extraction), which is matched to feature descriptors
from other images. The descriptor can contain, for example, information about pixel values, gradients,
or relative pixel intensities. Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [21] and speeded-up robust
features (SURF) [22] were among the first widely used feature detectors and descriptors. Binary feature
descriptors became popular in recent years due to their faster processing speed. To match features,
their descriptors can be compared using the Hamming distance [23] which just counts differing bit
values in the descriptors. Examples of such detectors and descriptors include features from accelerated
segment test (FAST) [24], binary robust independent elementary features (BRIEF) [25], oriented FAST
and rotated BRIEF (ORB) [26], binary robust invariant scalable keypoints (BRISK) [27], and local
difference binary (LDB) [28].

A well-known example of a feature-based technique for place recognition is FabMap. FabMap [29]
and its extensions [30,31] provide a full appearance-based SLAM system. It uses the concept of a bag
of visual words [32], where each feature descriptor is associated to a visual word using a clustering
method. An image dissimilarity value can be derived from comparing histograms of these visual
words. An open source implementation called “OpenFabMap” is available [33] and has been used
for this work.

The clustering method used for FabMap has to fit with the chosen image descriptor type. While
k-means clustering is suitable for floating-point descriptors like SURF, it cannot be used for binary
descriptors. A majority-based clustering for binary vectors has been proposed in [34] and has also
been used here.

1.1.3. Signature-Based Methods

Signature-based methods are also referred to as parameter-based methods, or global image
descriptors. They describe an entire image using a low-dimensional parameter vector or descriptor
(signature). Using rotation-invariant signatures allows to match images captured with different
azimuthal orientations without aligning them explicitly. Alternatively, a signature can describe
multiple horizontal regions of an image and pairwise matches can be computed to account
for orientation differences. Different combinations of signatures and dissimilarity measures have been
evaluated in [35,36], where signatures included histograms, image moments, and Fourier coefficients.
The measures used to compare signatures include maximum norm, Manhattan and Euclidean distance,
and Kullback–Leibler divergence for histograms.

Other methods use single feature descriptors to represent images. A descriptor is usually
computed for a small patch, for example a 32× 32 pixel neighborhood of a keypoint. To compute
a single feature descriptor for a complete image, the image is first scaled down to this patch size. Then
a “keypoint” is placed in the center of this patch, and the feature descriptor is computed. The image
can also be split into multiple regions (for example on a regular grid), each of which is then scaled
down individually. A feature descriptor for each patch is then computed and the results are stacked
into a single signature vector.

BRIEF-Gist [6] uses a single or multiple patches, and computes the BRIEF descriptor of each
patch. Image comparisons are based on the Hamming distance between the resulting feature
descriptors. The method works on panoramic and standard images, but they have to be aligned
correctly. Splitting a panoramic image into multiple regions horizontally and calculating the distance
between all pairs of these regions in two images allows rotated images to be matched, to compensate
for orientation changes of the robot. The method called ABLE (Able for Binary-appearance
Loop-closure Evaluation) [37–40] uses this approach. The authors identified the LDB feature descriptor
[28] to work well with ABLE. An open-source implementation of this method called OpenABLE [40] is
available online and has been used here.
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2. Evaluated Methods

In the experiments described below, the robot is assumed to have three degrees of freedom, only
moving in a horizontal plane without tilt or changing height. Rotations are restricted to azimuthal
orientation changes within this plane. Except for FabMap, all methods evaluated in this paper rely
on this assumption.

The methods presented in this paper use omni-directional images that show a 360◦ view of the
surroundings. Such images can be captured using catadioptric or fisheye imaging systems. Some
methods need panoramic images that are spherical mappings of the captured images. They are cyclic
in horizontal direction, so azimuthal rotations correspond to horizontal shifts of the columns (example
images are provided in Section 3). Any indexing based on horizontal coordinates (x) is assumed to be
wrapped accordingly. The images have width w and height h.

Most methods presented in this section compute a dissimilarity value between a pair of images
(we use the term image dissimilarity in this paper to avoid confusion with the actual metric distance
between the corresponding capture locations). In the context of place recognition, one image usually
corresponds to the robot’s current location and is called current view (CV). It is compared to previously
captured images, each referred to as snapshot (SS). The method presented in Section 2.4 also considers
neighbors of a snapshot for the dissimilarity computation.

2.1. Holistic Methods

We include two holistic methods in our comparison: a visual compass and warping.

2.1.1. Visual Compass

Computing the dissimilarity value for all relative azimuthal orientations of two images (see below
for details) results in a rotational image dissimilarity function (R-IDF) [13]. The position of its minimum
is an estimate for the actual relative orientation between the images (compass estimate), while the
value at the minimum gives the dissimilarity value for the image pair. The R-IDF between an image
and all rotated images captured at the same position shows a pronounced minimum for unshifted
images, leveling off at higher values for large rotations. For images taken further away from the
snapshot, the R-IDF becomes more shallow and the minimum increases [13] (see Section 2.1.3). This
is caused by changes in the image content resulting from translations, since in this simple form,
the visual compass can only consider image changes caused by rotations. The computation can be
done by calculating distances between all pairs of image columns from SS and CV, resulting in a w×w
matrix called a scale plane. Summing the values along each diagonal of the scale plane gives the total
dissimilarity value for each possible shift between the images (see Figure 1).
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Sum

Figure 1. Illustration of the visual compass. Left: All pairwise column distances between two
images are computed (here with the normalized sum of absolute differences (NSAD) distance
measure) and stored in a scale plane. Small distances (good matches) are shown as dark pixels,
large distances are bright. This scale plane can also be the minimum over multiple scale planes obtained
from pre-scaled images (Figure 2). Middle: The scale plane is reordered so each diagonal is stored
as a row, corresponding to a shift between the images. Summing along these rows gives the total
image dissimilarity for each shift. Right: The rotational image dissimilarity function (R-IDF) shows
a minimum close to the actual shift between the two input images. The location of the minimum can
be used as a visual compass, while the value gives the image dissimilarity value for the image pair.

To account for vertical distortions that are caused when the distance to an object changes,
the images can be scaled around the horizon using a discrete set of scale factors σi (to retain a feasible
amount of computations) [11]. For each scale factor σi, its inverse 1/σi is commonly used as well to get
a symmetric set of scale factors. The images are only magnified around the horizon, as unavailable
information above the upper and below the lower image borders would be required to scale down
an image (instead of scaling down one image, the other one is scaled up by an appropriate factor).
Additional scale planes are then computed by pairing each scaled image with an unscaled one, resulting
in a so-called scale-plane stack (see Figure 2). For example, using three scale factors results in three scale
planes (unscaled SS and unscaled CV, scaled SS with unscaled CV, and unscaled SS with scaled CV).
The minimum of corresponding pixels over all scale planes is determined and in the resulting image,
summation along the diagonals yields the R-IDF. By computing the minimum, scaled image columns
that result in the best match are selected. Using only unscaled images (one scale plane) corresponds
to the R-IDF methods used in [13–15]. To the best of our knowledge, this scale-tolerant visual compass
has only been used to accelerate warping [11], but not as a stand-alone image dissimilarity measure.
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Figure 2. Computation of the scale-plane stack. For each scale factor σ, either the snapshot or
current view is magnified around the image horizon (bottom row in this case). All distances between
the columns of both images are computed and stored in a scale plane (compare Figure 1). For the visual
compass, the minimum of each entry across all scale planes is determined and stored. Warping uses
the individual scale planes.

To consider horizontal distortions, the image columns have to be matched independently,
removing their fixed order. Warping (Section 2.1.2) accomplishes this task in its second phase, using
the full scale-plane stack described here.

Different distance measures can be used as dissimilarity measures. We use the notation J(a, b)
for the distance between two columns a and b (original or edge-filtered; possibly scaled), with entries
ai and bi. The following three measures between image columns are used here:

• sum of squared distances (SSD):

JSSD(a, b) = ∑
i
(ai − bi)

2 (1)

• sum of absolute differences (SAD) or Manhattan distance:

JSAD(a, b) = ∑
i
|ai − bi| (2)

• normalized sum of absolute differences (NSAD) [41,42]:

JNSAD(a, b) = ∑i |ai − bi|
∑i |ai|+ ∑i |bi|

(3)

A scale plane Dk is computed as

Dk(SS, CV, ix, iψ) = J(SS[k](ix), CV[k](ix + iψ)), (4)

where iψ is the relative orientation, or shift, in pixels, between 0 and w− 1, SS[k](ix) refers to column
ix (possibly edge-filtered) of the snapshot for scale k (CV[k](x) accordingly), and J is one
of the column-distance measures listed above. The indexing based on column index and shift
corresponds to the scale plane shown in the middle part of Figure 1 (with ix as horizontal coordinate).
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The total distance between shifted images is then computed as the sum along a row of the minimum
of all scale planes:

d(SS, CV, iψ) = ∑
ix

min
k

Dk(SS, CV, ix, iψ). (5)

The final dissimilarity value is obtained as the minimum of the R-IDF over all shifts iψ:

d = min
iψ

d(SS, CV, iψ). (6)

Edge-filtered versions of the measures (here only used for NSAD) use a simple first-order vertical
edge filter on the columns before any distance computation.

Throughout this work, compass methods are named i|e-<measure>-<scaleplanes>[-<ratio>].
The prefix i stands for intensity-based, e for edge-filtered. <measure> is a shorthand for different distance
measures, for example ssd for sum of squared distances, or sad for sum of absolute differences.
<scaleplanes> denotes the number of scale planes used for the measure. <ratio> is a further
processing step (see Section 2.4), and is omitted if not used.

The methods e-nsad, i-nsad, i-sad, and i-ssd are used here (with the appropriate
additional suffixes).

2.1.2. Warping

Min-Warping is a holistic local visual homing method, matching images based on simulated
movement (see [11] for details). It computes the home vector and compass between a current view
(CV) and a reference snapshot (SS).

The first phase of the Min-Warping algorithm computes the scale-plane stack containing all
pairwise column distances between these two images, as described in Section 2.1.1.

The second (search) phase of the Min-Warping algorithm iterates through different movement
hypotheses. Each movement causes image columns from the snapshot to appear in a different
location and scale in the current view. The region, and scale, in the current view where each column
may reappear is restricted by such a movement hypothesis. The minimal dissimilarities for each
column in the snapshot and a column from within the corresponding region in the current view
are obtained from the scale-plane stack and summed. The hypothesis resulting in the minimum
sum gives the estimate for home vector direction and relative orientation. In contrast to the other
holistic methods presented here where the order of columns is kept, the columns can be matched
independently to account for relative horizontal movement of objects. Thus, their order may change
in the matching process.

We use an optimized implementation utilizing a template-based single instruction, multiple data
(SIMD) library [41,43], which is available online. Only the NSAD measure on edge-filtered images
using nine scale planes is used for this study. The method is referred to as warping, using the ratio
suffix as described at the end of Section 2.1.1.

2.1.3. Comparison of Visual Compass and Warping

Figure 3 shows R-IDFs generated using warping, e-nsad-1, and e-nsad-3. The red curves show
values obtained from images captured at the same position, while the images used for the blue curves
were taken about 34 cm apart. The relative orientations of the image pairs differed by 180◦, so the plots
can be distinguished more easily.

The curves for the same position R-IDFs show a sharp minimum at the actual shift between
the images, the values of the different measures are very similar. As images captured at the same
position with different orientations are used, the dissimilarity is not exactly zero (due to image noise
and small scene changes). For increasing orientation differences the values of all three measures
increase, stronger for e-nsad-3 and e-nsad-1. The R-IDFs for the displaced image pair still show
a clear minimum, albeit at higher values due to more changes in the image content.
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Figure 4 shows the minimum of the R-IDFs for warping, e-nsad-1, and e-nsad-3 along a cross
section of a lab grid database for an image captured in the center. Again, all methods show a minimum
at the capture position, with increasing values towards further away images. The dissimilarity values
for warping are smallest, with higher values for e-nsad-3 and e-nsad-1. This reflects the capabilities
of the different methods to account for distortions in the images: e-nsad-1 only considers orientations,
resulting in large dissimilarities for displaced images. e-nsad-3 can handle vertical scale changes,
leading to slightly smaller values. By also changing the relative order of columns in the images, warping
can tolerate more changes in the image, resulting in the smallest dissimilarities of the three methods.
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Figure 3. Rotational image dissimilarity functions (R-IDF) obtained from e-nsad-1, e-nsad-3,
and warping for two image pairs. The first pair of images was captured at the same position, but
with different orientations (red curves). The second image pair was captured about 34 cm apart, with
a different relative orientation (blue curves). All curves show a minimum at the actual image shift, but
level off at different values. The minima of the red curves are nearly identical, as no vertical or horizontal
distortions appear in the images. The blue curve for e-nsad-1 has large values at the minimum, as
a good image match is harder to obtain by just rotationally aligning the images from different places.
The additional scale planes used for e-nsad-3 provide a tolerance to vertical distortions, leading
to smaller values. warping results in even smaller values than e-nsad-3, due to its additional tolerance
to horizontal distortions.
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Figure 4. Dissimilarity values between images captured along a cross section of a lab grid database
with an image (with different orientation) at its center obtained from e-nsad-1, e-nsad-3, and warping.
All curves show a minimum with a similar value at the center image position, but level off at different
values. e-nsad-1 results in the largest dissimilarities for large spatial distances, as it can only
compensate for rotations. The tolerance for vertical distortions provided by the additional scale planes
in e-nsad-3 leads to slightly smaller values. warping additionally tolerates horizontal distortions
and a reorder of columns in the image, resulting in the smallest dissimilarity values.

2.2. Feature-Based Method: FabMap

We used OpenFABMAP as a method for feature-based place recognition. It requires a training
phase before the actual localization can be done. Keypoints are detected on the training images and
the corresponding descriptors are extracted. The descriptors are clustered to obtain a “vocabulary”
(also called bag of words) of desired size, each cluster center representing a “word” of this vocabulary.
For SIFT or SURF features with their floating-point descriptors, simple k-means clustering can be
used: First, cluster centers are selected randomly out of the descriptors. Second, each descriptor is
associated to its nearest cluster center, based on Euclidean distance. Third, new cluster centers are
computed by averaging all descriptors associated to each current center. The second and third step are
repeated until the cluster centers converge. Binary feature descriptors require a modified clustering,
as they only contain ones and zeros as coordinates and rely on fast comparisons using the Hamming
distance. The averaging step would result in fractional coordinates, eliminating this advantage.
A majority-based clustering (k-majority) has been proposed in [34], which counts the number of zeros
and ones for each coordinate over all cluster members and selects the dominant value (0 or 1) as
the new value of the corresponding cluster center coordinate.

An image descriptor is computed for each image, based on the vocabulary: Each feature
descriptor is associated with a visual word (based on Euclidean or Hamming distance). A histogram
containing the frequencies of the occurrences of all visual words forms the resulting image descriptor.
For further processing, only the presence or absence of visual words is considered (eventually treating
the descriptor as a binary vector).

For each visual word, the likelihood that it appears in the scene is computed from these training
image descriptors. These values are later used during the image matching process to determine the
likelihood that two images were captured at the same place. Treating all visual words independently
would discard a lot of information, as certain features often appear together (e.g., corners in a window
frame). To include some of this information, the feature pairs with the highest mutual information
are determined and stored in a Chow–Liu tree [44]. Features that often appear together in images
of a place should also appear together in new images of this place.
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Images are compared based on their image descriptors and the Chow–Liu tree. A matching score
is computed between an image and all snapshots based on the presence or absence of feature pairs,
where a high score indicates a good match. A score is also returned for the case that an image is not
contained in the set of snapshots but corresponds to a new place by determining the average match
likelihood with all training images.

The score corresponds to a log-likelihood value (albeit without a proper normalization), which
can also be converted to a (normalized) matching probability for a set of images. The normalized
probabilities often show only a single prominent peak, while lower scores are strongly suppressed.
Depending on the application, it may be beneficial to find multiple well-matching images.
The log-likelihood values allow a better selection of multiple matches (see Figure 5). The range
of values for the log-likelihood may vary for different image pairs (due to the missing normalization
step). We invert the sign of the score, so good matches correspond to low scores, as in the other
methods. We also normalize the resulting scores to the range [0..1] (based on the extrema of all scores
for a set of image comparisons). A similar normalization is done by the authors of ABLE [37]. While
this does not affect the minimum selection for raw values, it influences the computation of ratios
of dissimilarities (see Section 2.4).
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Figure 5. Comparison of (unnormalized) log-likelihoods (left) and normalized probabilities (middle)
for an image match using FabMap with the ORB descriptor on a lab day grid database (see Section 3.1.1
for details). The horizontal axis shows the index of the image pair (column by column through the grid).
The current view image was not included in the computation, so scores for 191 image pairs are shown,
together with the score expressing that the current image corresponds to a new place (leftmost value
in the graphs). The log-likelihood shows multiple peaks, indicating a number of similar images close
to the selected one, while the final matching probability shows only a single peak. Even the probability
for a new match is close to zero, while its log-likelihood is only slightly smaller than for the best
matching image. The right image shows the nodes on the grid with color-coded log-likelihoods
(rainbow colors for increasing values from blue to red). The position of the current view is marked with
a cross. While the different peaks of the log-likelihood correspond to images close to the current view,
a selection based on the normalized probability would only select the image directly below the cross as
the best match.

Instead of the full FabMap SLAM method that also considers previous image matches along
a route, we only use the image comparison function of OpenFABMAP. This allows the pairwise
matching of two sets of images, in our case comparing a single current view to multiple snapshots
in a database. The OpenCV implementations of SIFT [21], ORB [45] and BRISK [27] were used to obtain
the feature descriptors. These descriptors have also been used in a recent comparison of holistic and
feature-based methods for relative pose estimation, also done in our research group [46]. SIFT is
relatively slow, but generally achieves better results than the fast binary methods. While ORB is the
faster binary descriptor, BRISK should be more tolerant to illumination changes. The bag-of-words
for ORB and BRISK was built using k-majority clustering [34]. The Hamming distance was used as
distance measure. SIFT uses k-means clustering with the L2 norm.
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The method is referred to as fabmap-<desc>[-<ratio>], where <desc> is SIFT, ORB, or BRISK.
<ratio> is a further processing step (see Section 2.4).

2.3. Signature-Based Methods

Two signature-based methods have been used in this study: a signature based on Fourier
coefficients, and a signature based on a feature-descriptor.

2.3.1. Fourier Signatures

Place recognition based on image signatures has been evaluated in [35,36]. The method we use
is a modification of [47], which has shown promising results [35] and whose parameters and choice
of distance measure were adopted here. Figure 6 illustrates the computation of the image signature:
The image is split into eight horizontal rings. Each ring is averaged vertically to obtain a vector of pixel
intensities. The absolute values of the first twelve Fourier coefficients of each averaged ring are stacked
into a 96-dimensional signature for each image (signature function safc in [35]). The maximum norm
d = maxi |si − ci| is used to compute the dissimilarity between two signature vectors s and c. As
absolute values of the coefficients are compared, this method is invariant to azimuthal rotations. It is
called sigafc in this evaluation, with the ratio suffix added if appropriate.

Signature
 Vector

Figure 6. Calculation of a signature vector using absolute Fourier coefficients. The image is split
into multiple horizontal rings (here 8). Each ring is averaged vertically and the 1D Fourier
transformation is computed. The absolute values of the first (here 12) coefficients of all rings are
stored in a signature vector.

2.3.2. ABLE

ABLE was used as a signature method using feature descriptors. Figure 7 illustrates the steps
of ABLE. The panoramic images are split into one or multiple regions. Each region is downsized
to a patch of fixed size (e.g., 64× 64) pixels, and a feature descriptor is computed for each patch (the
keypoint is set to the center of the patch). We use the binary LDB and BRISK descriptors. LDB has
been identified as the best method in the original paper [37], while BRISK showed a good trade-off
between speed and accuracy in one of our own studies about visual homing [46]. To compare
two images, the Hamming distance for all pairs of descriptors is computed, and the minimum
is stored as dissimilarity value. Using multiple regions in each image provides a simple rotation
invariance, but requires a certain translational tolerance of the feature descriptor for arbitrary shifts.
The method has originally been developed for routes traveled by car, where intersections often occur
in perpendicular directions. Thus, numbers of regions that are multiples of four would be most suitable
for those cases.

Feature descriptors can also be computed for multiple keypoints placed on a regular grid within
each region to obtain a more detailed signature (e.g., a 2× 2 grid). The resulting descriptors are stacked
to get a single image signature. The signatures are compared without pairing descriptors of different
grid cells.

We used the open source toolbox OpenABLE [40] for feature description. The toolbox is designed
for images from a single database taken along a route, but we also want to include comparisons
where SS and CV come from different databases. Thus, we used our own implementation to calculate
the dissimilarity between images. We also normalize the resulting dissimilarity values for a database
test to the range [0..1] (based on the extrema of the dissimilarities for the database test). This
normalization is also done by the authors of ABLE [37].
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The method is referred to as able<desc><numberOfRegions>[-<ratio>], where <desc> is LDB,
or BRISK. <ratio> is a further processing step (see Section 2.4).

Pairwise
Hamming
Distance

Current
Descriptors

Reference
Descriptors

Min
Dissimilarity

Resized regions

Figure 7. Computation steps for ABLE signatures. The original panoramic image (top) is split into
multiple regions, which are each resized to a patch of size 64× 64 pixels (middle). A feature descriptor
is computed for each patch using its center (black circles) as a fixed keypoint. All descriptors together
form the image signature. To compare two signatures, the Hamming distance between all pairs
of descriptors is computed (bottom, here illustrated for just one descriptor of the current image).
The minimum over all pairs gives the final dissimilarity value.

2.4. Further Processing: Neighborhood Ratio

The dissimilarity values obtained using the methods presented in the previous sections can be
processed further to compute derived dissimilarity measures. We investigate a method using the ratio
of dissimilarity values. The range of values obtained by the different dissimilarity measures presented
above usually depends on the environment and conditions in which the images were captured. Images
with similar illumination capture conditions tend to have smaller dissimilarities than images captured
under changing illumination (see Figure 8). Computing ratios of dissimilarity values should normalize
the values to a more common range. Images with different capture conditions can appear in a single
map if a robot returns to a previously visited location after a relatively long time. Changing weather
conditions during the mapping process (e.g., clouds vs. direct sunlight) can also have an impact
on the illumination conditions. Thus, the map can contain a mixture of images captured under
different conditions, which may result in a wide range of dissimilarity values even among neighboring
snapshots.

We compute the dissimilarity values between the reference image and all its neighbors (selected
by a threshold in the metric distance which is known from pose estimates of connected nodes) and
store the minimum. Next, we compute the dissimilarity values between the current view and again
the same neighbors of the reference image and store the minimum. The ratio between these two
minima is used as the final dissimilarity value between the current view and reference image. If
the two images are spatially close, this ratio should be close to or below one. For larger spatial
distances, the minimum obtained with the current view should be much larger than the minimum
from the reference image, resulting in a higher ratio. Besides the minimum, we also tried using the
mean of the dissimilarity values of close neighbors. While the minimum should always come from
a neighbor close to the reference image, the mean depends on the dissimilarity values of all images
within the selection radius. Thus, a larger selection radius is expected to cause larger mean values,
with negligible effect on the minimum values.

Figure 8 illustrates the image dissimilarity for the e-nsad measure for different metric distances
to a node near the center of a lab grid database, for constant (red) and changing (green) illumination
conditions. While the values for constant illumination show a clear minimum and increase with
larger offsets, the other profile is much more shallow. The corresponding values of mean and min
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ratio postprocessing are shown for the same image pairs. The mean ratio for close images shows
a wide range of values, both above and below one, especially for constant illumination. This is
problematic for thresholding, as false positives will be introduced when a larger threshold is selected
to include these values. The min ratio, however, shows values consistently below one for close images.
This should allow a more reliable place recognition when using a fixed threshold.

The ratios for the constant illumination image pairs are spread wider than for changing illumination,
because the original dissimilarity values already span a wide range. This results in a wide range of ratios.
For changing illumination, the original values are much closer together, so the ratio will also be close
to 1.0. This compression of values may pose a challenge for a threshold-based classification.

Figure 8. Dissimilarity values obtained from image pairs taken under constant (red) and changing
(green) illumination conditions in a lab database. The vertical axis of the plots shows the dissimilarity
value between a current image at the center of a grid and all remaining images in the grid.
The horizontal axis shows the actual metric distance between the capture locations of the image
pairs. Left: Dissimilarity values from the e-nsad-1 measure. While the values obtained under
constant illumination conditions show a deep pronounced minimum for short distances, the changing
illumination causes much larger values with only a shallow minimum. Using a fixed threshold
to classify both datasets is prone to fail. Middle: Values of the min ratio for the same image pairs
(see text for details). A correct classification using the same threshold looks more promising, at least
for very close images. Right: Values for the mean ratio. The ratio for nearby images under constant
illumination is spread wider than for the min ratio (especially attaining values larger than 1.0 also for
very close image pairs). Both min and mean ratios for changing illumination are centered much closer
around 1.0, as the original values from which these are computed are already very similar. The wider
range of dissimilarities obtained under constant illumination results in a wider range of ratios.

We use the suffix -<ratio> for these methods, where ratio is one of min and mean. If no ratio
postprocessing is used, the entire suffix is omitted.

3. Experiment Description

This section describes the datasets used to evaluate the methods presented above, the experimental
setup, and the evaluation criteria used in the results section.

3.1. Datasets

We used our own grid databases [46] (http://www.ti.uni-bielefeld.de/html/people/dfleer/
fisheyedb.html), the Quorum V database [48] (http://arvc.umh.es/db/images/quorumv/), and a map
built by our cleaning robot in the CITEC (Cognitive Interaction Technology (Center of Excellence)
at Bielefeld University) research apartment (https://www.cit-ec.de/en/central-lab-facilities/
research-apartment-0). We also included a small outdoor database as a preliminary test for outdoor
use of the presented methods.

http://www.ti.uni-bielefeld.de/html/people/dfleer/fisheyedb.html)
http://www.ti.uni-bielefeld.de/html/people/dfleer/fisheyedb.html)
http://arvc.umh.es/db/images/quorumv/
https://www.cit-ec.de/en/central-lab-facilities/research-apartment-0
https://www.cit-ec.de/en/central-lab-facilities/research-apartment-0
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3.1.1. Grid Databases

The grid databases [46] were captured with a cleaning robot prototype in an office and in a lab
environment, both in the early afternoon with natural lighting (“day”) and in the evening with
artificial lighting (“night”). Images were captured on a regular grid, size 12× 16, with a resolution of
0.15 m, exact positions were determined using an overhead tracking system with a resolution of a few
millimeters. At every position, images were taken in four different azimuthal orientations. Thus,
each single database contains 192 images per orientation. For the experiments, the current view and
reference snapshots were taken from fixed perpendicular azimuthal orientations (CV 180◦ and SS 270◦).

The robot was equipped with a UI-1246LE-M-HQ (IDS Imaging Development Systems, Obersulm,
Germany) monochrome camera and a DSL215 fisheye lens (Sunex, Greenville, SC, USA). The lens
has an opening angle of 185◦. The images were captured at the camera’s full resolution of 1280× 1024
pixels and scaled down by 2× 2 binning to 640× 512 (the resolution actually used when running our
cleaning robot prototype). Preprocessing includes a third-order Butterworth low-pass filter, unfolding
to a panoramic image of size 288× 48 pixels (field of view 360◦× 75◦; horizon at row 47), and histogram
equalization (see also [46] for details). The exposure time of the camera was controlled to maintain an
average pixel intensity of 0.5 (value range [0..1]) on the unfolded image (before histogram equalization).
We use the lab day database to study the effect of the relative cut-off frequency of the Butterworth filter,
and use a relative cut–off frequency of 0.20 unless noted otherwise. We also investigate the influence
of the vertical opening angle for the image mapping using the two lab databases.

Figure 9 shows an example fisheye and unfolded image for all four databases.

day night

lab

office

Figure 9. Example images (not to scale) from the lab and office day and night databases. The original
camera images (1280× 1024 pixels) are shown together with the corresponding preprocessed images
(288× 48 pixels, vertical elevation range 0◦–75◦).

3.1.2. Quorum V Database

The Quorum V database [48] was captured in a corridor and five adjacent rooms (Figure 10) with
a camera looking at a hyperbolic mirror. A total of 872 images were captured on a regularly spaced
grid with a resolution of 0.4 m. The camera images have a resolution of 402× 402 pixels. Unfolded
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panoramic images with size 512× 128 were already provided on the website. Without any information
on the exact mapping, the location of the horizon in the images was estimated at row 58. They were
converted to gray scale, but no further preprocessing was applied.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

m

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

m

Corridor (212) ←

Office A (35) ↑

Office B (72) ↑

Office C (84) ↑

Library (169) ←

Events Room (300) ←

Figure 10. Layout and example images of the Quorum V dataset. The spacing of the image grid is 0.4 m.
Each room is shown in a different color, walls containing doorways between rooms are highlighted
with thick lines. The number of images and their orientation is also given in the legend: Up for the three
offices, left for the remaining rooms. The order of the images in the middle is the same as in the legend.
An original camera image with the hyperbolic mirror in the center is shown to the right for the image
from Office C.

3.1.3. CITEC Database

We included a cleaning-robot run in the CITEC research apartment to have a realistic dataset
in addition to the grid databases. The robot was controlled by our coverage strategy, which is
an extension of [10], and built a topometric map of the environment. The area was covered by multiple
parts with parallel meandering lanes in 0.3 m lane distance; the nodes (each containing a panoramic
image) along each lane are about 0.1 m apart. While the final map is not metrically accurate, the general
layout of the rooms is captured well enough to allow the evaluation on this dataset by taking estimated
positions as ground truth (Figure 11). 750 images were captured during the cleaning run using the
same equipment as described in Section 3.1.1. Binning to 640× 512 pixels was done by the camera
itself, preprocessing included unfolding to panoramic images (320 × 48 pixels), a binomial filter,
and histogram equalization. The vertical elevation angle is 0◦–75◦, the horizon is at row 47.

Sofa

Arm-
chair

Arm-
chair

BoxKitchen

WC

Shower

Chair

Chair

Barrier

Table

Figure 11. Layout of the CITEC research apartment (left), map built by the robot (middle), and example
image from the kitchen (right). The blue markers in the map indicate nodes of the topometric map where
images were captured. Obstacle measurements are shown as small black circles. The fisheye image is
of size 640× 512 pixels, the unfolded panoramic image is 320× 48 pixels, vertical elevation angle 0◦–75◦.
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3.1.4. Outdoor Database

A small outdoor database with 84 images was captured next to the main building of Bielefeld
University using an UI-1240LE-C-HQ color camera (IDS Imaging Development Systems, Obersulm,
Germany) and a Lensagon CSF5M1414 fisheye lens (Lensation, Karlsruhe, Germany) with opening
angle of 182◦ [49]. Images with a resolution of 1280× 1024 pixels were captured on a regular grid
of 4× 21 positions, about 1.5 m apart. Usually strong illumination changes in different image regions
are present in outdoor images (for example, direct sunlight vs. shadows). To compensate for this, we
computed high dynamic range (HDR) images using seven exposure times per grid position [50]. Image
preprocessing on the HDR images includes conversion to gray scale, low-pass filtering using a third
order Butterworth filter with relative cut-off frequency of 0.1, image unfolding to a spherical panoramic
image (288× 73 pixels; vertical opening angle−1◦–90◦; horizon in row 71), and histogram equalization.

An inertial measurement unit (IMU) (MTi 30 AHRS (Xsens, Enschede, Netherlands)) recorded
the orientation of the robot, as uneven ground is more common in outdoor settings than indoor
rooms. The visual compass methods presented in this paper assume all images to have the same
horizontal plane, without any tilt. Thus, roll and pitch of the robot—measured by the IMU—were
compensated during the image unfolding. The mapping generated to untilt an image may reference
pixels in the fisheye image without actual image content. A mask can be generated to identify
these pixels in the unfolded image (see Figure 12). The unfolded image contains black pixels
at these positions.

While these masks should be considered in the image matching process, we currently ignore them
and just compare the whole images. Using edge-filtered images may introduce a strong edge at the
bottom of an image, but as only a small number of pixels is affected in an image pair, we expect no
strong influence. A more elaborate evaluation on outdoor images should take these effects into account.

Figure 12. Example high dynamic range (HDR) image (1280× 1024 pixels) of the outdoor database
captured next to the main building of Bielefeld University, and preprocessed unfolded image
(288 × 73 pixels). The bottom right image shows a mask with invalid pixel values (black) due to tilt
correction. The corresponding pixels in the unfolded image are also black.

For this study, we used the same image comparisons as for indoor scenes. Different measures,
for example color-based edge filtering, may be beneficial, but are not investigated in this paper.

3.2. Experimental Setups

In this section, we describe the database pairings and image selection. The training and recall
phases of FabMap are also explained.

3.2.1. Database Tests

We used three kinds of tests to evaluate the dissimilarity measures described in Section 2:
First, images within a single database are compared with each other (same-database tests). All
four grid databases, as well as the Quorum V, CITEC, and outdoor databases, are used for
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this evaluation. Dissimilarity values for the grid databases are combined into one large dataset.
Second, we include cross-database tests, where image pairs are taken from databases captured in
the same environment, but under different illumination conditions. We use the grid day and night
database pairs for this test. We include both day/night and night/day image pairs, because we
saw varying results when exchanging the images in a study about visual homing [46]. Third, we
also present results of mixed-database tests obtained from combining the dissimilarity values for
same-database and cross-database tests of the four grid databases to gain insights on the general
applicability of the methods. This should show whether a common threshold can be used for successful
place recognition both in same-database and cross-database tests. Images captured under different
illumination conditions can appear within a single map in long-term applications.

3.2.2. Image Selection

To verify rotation invariance of methods for place recognition, images captured with a single
orientation could be shifted randomly in horizontal direction. However, physically rotating the robot
instead of simulating the shift has certain advantages: The resulting images are more realistic, as effects
like possible small tilts of the camera and image noise appear in the final images. Shifting assumes
an ideally calibrated system with the optical axis perpendicular to the ground plane to correspond
to an actual rotation of the camera. Within the four grid databases, all images with orientation 270◦

(as snapshots) were paired with all images of orientation 180◦ (as current view), images at the same
grid position were excluded in the same-database tests. For the Quorum V and CITEC datasets, each
image is compared to all other images in the database.

All images from a single room have the same orientation in the Quorum V dataset, so the relative
orientations of the image pairs can only vary when images come from different rooms. For the CITEC
map, images on a single lane have about the same orientation, while images taken from adjacent lanes
have opposite orientations. Additional parts of meandering lanes were usually attached perpendicular
to previous parts. Thus, four main orientations (horizontally and vertically, bidirectional) can be
identified due to the map building process, providing a variety of relative image orientations.

For the ABLE signature method on the grid databases, the images were unfolded to a size
of 640× 128 pixels instead of 288× 48 pixels. This was done to avoid upscaling of image regions due
to the chosen patch size of 64× 64 pixels, which may have unknown effects on the results. The images
originally used by the authors were much larger than our low-resolution panoramic images (between
640 × 256 and 1920 × 1080 pixels according to [39]). We tested 1, 4, 6, and 8 regions per image.
As our images are rather small, we omit the subdivision of the patches into a regular grid, but use only
a single descriptor per region.

3.2.3. FabMap Training and Recall

For FabMap we trained the bag-of-words vocabulary and the Chow–Liu tree on the four grid
databases, the CITEC database, and the Quorum V database. The original fisheye or hyperbolic camera
images were used, together with a mask selecting the regions containing actual visual information
(removing the outer black region, and the mirror in the center of the Quorum V images). The day
grid databases were only used with an orientation of 270◦, the night databases with 180◦ to reduce the
number of training images. 40% of the images of each database were randomly selected for training
(952 of 2390 images in total), the vocabulary size was chosen as 10,000. The evaluation was done
for each of these databases separately.

The small outdoor database was not included, as it is only used as a preliminary study. Including
the outdoor images into the FabMap training seemed inappropriate for this reason.

3.2.4. Parameter Settings for Methods

The ratio postprocessing methods require a set of neighbors to be selected. We chose a metric
distance for this: 0.3 m for the grid databases (3 to 12 neighbors, up to two grid positions away); 0.85 m
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for Quorum V (2 to 12 neighbors, up to two grid positions away); 0.4 m for CITEC (7 to 20 neighbors,
depending on the graph structure); 2.5 m for outdoor (8 direct neighbors). If the method is applied
on a robot that builds a topological or topometric map, neighbors could also be selected based on
connectivity of nodes (for example, up to two links in a topometric map).

We use use 1, 3, and 5 scale planes for the visual compass, 9 for warping. ABLE was tested with 1,
4, 6, and 8 regions.

See Appendix A for additional parameter settings of the different methods.

3.3. Evaluation Criteria

Together with their metric position, all dissimilarity values obtained for a single image form
a dissimilarity profile. As exact metric positions may not be available for many applications, the goal is
to detect images captured at nearby places based on thresholding the dissimilarity profile of an image.
Best matches should be detected for image pairs that are metrically close. The actual metric distance
that is considered “close” (acceptance radius) depends on the experimental conditions. For example,
our grid databases have a spacing of 0.15 m, while the images in the outdoor database were captured
at 1.5 m intervals. We chose 0.5 m for the grid (spacing: 0.15 m) and CITEC (spacing 0.1 m along
lanes, 0.3 m between lanes) databases. The spacing between image capture locations in the Quorum V
database is 0.4 m, so we chose 0.6 m to accept diagonal neighbors as image matches. Similarly,
we chose 2.5 m for the outdoor database (spacing about 1.5 m). Depending on the task at hand, it may
be necessary to detect only the best match (e.g., loop closure) or multiple matches (e.g., reference nodes
for triangulation).

We use ROC analysis (receiver-operator characteristics) and area-under-curve values (AUC) [51]
to determine if thresholding can be applied for place recognition. We also determine the metric
distance between the current image location and the position of the best-matching reference image.
As long as the measure increases for larger distances between image pairs, as observed in previous
studies [13], the distance to the best-matching image should be small. Large distances to best-matching
images indicate methods that are not suitable for place recognition.

3.3.1. ROC and AUC

As low dissimilarity values should correspond to close image pairs, a higher threshold increases
the number of true positive matches, but may also lead to a larger number of false positives. The final
choice of a threshold is usually a trade-off to achieve high true-positive rates with only few false
positives. The number of acceptable false positives depends on the requirements of the actual
application: Early SLAM systems, for example, relied on the absence of false positives (which could
irreversibly break the whole map), while newer methods can tolerate or reject them [6–8]. The identified
image matches may also be used in further processing stages, for example to triangulate a position
estimate or to insert links into a topological map. Mismatches may also be rejected in such a later stage.

We use ROC analysis to evaluate the different dissimilarity measures according to their
classification ability. This includes plots of the true-positive rate against the false-positive rate
for varying classification thresholds (ROC curve) and AUC values. Images within the acceptance
radius (based on known ground-truth positions) are considered as actual positive matches to evaluate
the classifier performance. The AUC is the area between the ROC curve and the horizontal axis and can
be used as a performance measure for the classifier. For a perfect classifier it would be 1.0, a random
guess (based on the sizes of the classes) would result in 0.5. Classifiers with AUC values lower than
0.5 could be inverted to get a better classifier. ROC curves can eventually be used to select a threshold
for the image dissimilarity values that gives a satisfying classification (acceptably low false-positive
rate for sufficiently high true-positive rate).

Precision-recall curves are often used in place recognition papers [12], but they depend on
the number of true and false place matches. The number of true matches is usually small compared
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to non-matching locations. ROC curves are independent of the absolute number of samples, as no
measure depending on both true and false samples is involved.

3.3.2. Distance to Minimum

We also investigate whether the best-matching reference image is actually a neighbor of the current
image within the acceptance radius. If this is not the case, the assumption that the image dissimilarity
function increases with larger distances is violated. We plot the median and 95th percentile of the
metric distance between each current image location and the corresponding best matching image
location (MINDIST). Outliers larger than the acceptance radius are shown individually.

3.3.3. Time Measurements

We compare the computation times for the different dissimilarity measures. Times were measured
on a high-speed i7 CPU (i7-4790K, 4 GHz, (Intel, Santa Clara, CA, USA)), as well as an embedded
Atom CPU (N2600, 1.6 GHz, (Intel, Santa Clara, CA, USA)). The Atom processor is the same model as
the one used on our robot platform.

We used an optimized streaming SIMD extensions (SSE) implementation using integer
computations for Min-Warping and the holistic compass measures. Integer multiplications in general
increase the bit width of the result. This case is not covered by our SSE implementation, so we
use floating-point values for the SSD measure to avoid additional data type conversions. We use
a configuration of Min-Warping giving the most exact results, but it can be accelerated using heuristics,
e.g., a compass estimate based on the visual compass (see [11] for details).

The grid and Quorum V databases were used for timing experiments to include a range of different
image sizes. For holistic methods and sigafc, the unfolded image sizes were 288× 48 (grid), and 512×
128 (Quorum V). FabMap used original camera images with size 1280× 1024 (grid) and 402× 402
(Quorum V). Unfolded images for ABLE were 640× 128 (grid), and 512× 128 (Quorum V). The CITEC
and outdoor images have intermediate sizes.

The time to preprocess the images (including low pass filter and unfolding) is not measured,
as we assume these images are available on the robot (e.g., for other navigation tasks).

4. Experimental Results

We present the results of same-database tests for all four grid databases, the Quorum V dataset,
the CITEC map, and the small outdoor database. Cross-database tests to examine tolerance against
strong illumination changes are provided for the grid databases only. Finally, we show the results
of mixed-database tests using grid same and cross databases combined. We present the Holistic Methods
(visual compass and warping) together. ABLE signatures with varying number of regions, Fourier
signatures, and FabMap are combined as Feature and Signature Methods.

4.1. Grid Same-Database Experiments

4.1.1. Holistic Methods

Figure 8 (left) in Section 2.4 shows the dissimilarity values obtained on the lab day same-database
test (red) and lab day/night cross-database test (green, see Section 4.5 for details) using e-nsad-1,
plotted against the metric distance of the corresponding image pairs. The results for lab day show
a clear minimum for close image pairs, indicating this is a suitable dissimilarity measure for place
recognition. The profiles for the other measures and databases look similar, as is to be expected from
previous studies on the visual compass.

Figure 13 shows the results for all four grid databases combined into one dataset. The columns
show the ROC curves, AUC values, and MINDIST values; the rows correspond to raw values, mean
ratio, and min ratio postprocessing. All methods achieve high AUC values, so most image pairs
can be classified correctly. The minimum of the spatial dissimilarity profile is also always close
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to the current image, as can be seen by the plot of the distances (the grid spacing is 0.15 m, so no
smaller values are possible). Using multiple scale planes improves the result, with three being slightly
better than five on this database. The best matching image is always found close to the current view
for all methods. With an AUC value of 0.9 and the lowest ROC curve, warping is worse than the
compass methods. The ratio postprocessing methods further improve the ROC curves and AUC
values. The ROC curves of the compass methods improve more from the min ratio postprocessing,
while the other measures benefit more from the mean. Although the MINDIST values are higher, most
best matches are still in close vicinity to the current image location. None of these methods produces
any outlier for MINDIST beyond the acceptance radius.
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Figure 13. Results for all grid same-database tests using the visual compass method and warping. Each
distance measure is presented in a different color, the line styles indicate the number of scale planes
used (except black for warping, which always uses 9 scale planes). The top row shows the results
for the dissimilarity values without further postprocessing, the middle row shows the min ratio
postprocessing, the bottom row the mean ratio postprocessing method. The first column shows ROC
curves, plotting the true-positive rate against the false-positive rate for varying classification thresholds.
Curves near the top left corner of the plot indicate better methods, a curve near the diagonal performs
like a classifier based on random guessing. The second column shows bar plots of the AUC values
for the corresponding ROC curves. Values closer to 1.0 are better. The right column shows the metric
distance to the best matching reference image for each current view (lower is better). The top of the
colored box shows the median, the white box extends up to the 95th percentile of the values. Individual
outliers beyond the acceptance radius (dashed horizontal line) are shown as well (but only appear
in later figures).

4.1.2. Influence of the Low-Pass Filter

We also investigated the influence of the low-pass filter using the lab grid same-database test.
We tested values of 0.04, 0.08, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25 for the Butterworth cut-off frequency, and no
filter at all. We only computed the raw dissimilarity values, without the ratio postprocessing. The AUC
values are always close to 1.0 for all holistic measures, as well as for sigafc (data not shown). So
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for same-database tests, the cut-off has no significant influence on the results. This supports our
decision to omit further preprocessing on the Quorum V images.

4.1.3. Feature and Signature Methods

Figure 14 shows the results using features and signature methods. FabMap used the SIFT, ORB
and BRISK descriptors, while ABLE used LDB and BRISK. The number of regions for ABLE included 1,
4, 6, and 8. As the relative orientation between the images is 90◦, the best results can be expected for 4
or 8 regions. This is clearly shown in the plots, where 1 and 6 regions perform poorly. This indicates
that a suitable number of regions has to be selected for the prevalent rotations. The BRISK descriptor
performs worse than LDB.

All FabMap variants perform similar to the two best ABLE-LDB results, sigafc is slightly
worse. All best-matching images for these six methods, which all have high AUC values, fall within
the acceptance radius, while the remaining methods are considerably worse.

Using the ratio postprocessing shows only small improvements for 4 and 8 regions with LDB,
while BRISK benefits more: For example, for ableBRISK4 the AUC value rises from 0.72 to 0.85 with
the min ratio. The MINDIST values again rise for the ratio postprocessing methods, the overall effect
on FabMap and sigafc is small, introducing some outliers.
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Figure 14. Results for all grid same-database tests using sigafc (black), FabMap (blue), and ABLE
signatures with LDB (red) and BRISK (green) descriptors. 1, 4, 6, and 8 regions were used for ABLE
(indicated by line style). See Figure 13 for details on the plots.

4.2. Quorum V Database

4.2.1. Holistic Methods

Figure 15 shows the results for the Quorum V database. All methods have high AUC values, but
the MINDIST measure shows many large distance outliers. For example, about 83.9% of all 872 images
can be matched successfully using e-nsad-1. Most mismatches occur in the corridor part of the
dataset, which has a very repetitive structure: Large window fronts and a wall with doors lead to
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similar image content in different places. Figure 16 (left) shows two example images from the corridor
that were captured 2.4 m apart and are nearly indiscernible. The e-nsad-1 image dissimilarity profile
for the corridor (Figure 17) clearly indicates multiple similar locations; the intensity-based methods
have the same problem. Omitting the corridor from the dataset allows to match 98.6% of the remaining
660 images, again with e-nsad-1. The largest remaining mismatch using this method occurs at the
doors of offices A and C; the corresponding images are shown in Figure 16 (right). The results for all
methods on the reduced dataset without the corridor are shown in Figure 18. All methods improve
when omitting the corridor and the number of outliers in MINDIST is clearly reduced.

Applying the ratio postprocessing increases the AUC values, but some larger outliers are
introduced. Especially for i-ssd using the mean postprocessing increases the median MINDIST
in the reduced dataset. On the full Quorum V database, larger MINDIST values appear for all methods.
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Figure 15. Results for the full Quorum V database using the visual compass method and warping.
See Figure 13 for details.

Corridor Office A/C

Figure 16. Problematic images in the Quorum V dataset. (Left): the corridor has a very repetitive
structure, with doors and large window fronts. The two images were actually captured about 2.4 m
apart. (Right): Images captured near the doorways of Office A (top) and Office C (bottom). These
places are incorrectly identified as the same place using the e-nsad-1 method.
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Figure 17. Side view of the e-nsad-1 dissimilarity profile for an image in the long part of the corridor
of the Quorum V dataset. The four parallel “lanes” are shown in different colors (black, green, blue,
red for increasing vertical coordinates in Figure 10). Multiple local minima are clearly visible, due
to the repetitive structure of the environment. The position of the current view is marked with a cross.
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Figure 18. Results for the rooms of the Quorum V database, without the corridor, using the visual
compass method and warping. See Figure 13 for details.

4.2.2. Feature and Signature Methods

Figure 19 shows the results for feature and signature methods on the full Quorum V database.
ABLE using LDB performs very well, independent of the number of regions, with one region showing
the least MINDIST values. Orientation mismatches between close image pairs only occur at the
doorways, as all images within a single room have the same orientation, so rotation invariance of the
method is not as relevant as for the grid databases. Omitting the corridor has only a small impact
on the results (data not shown). Applying the ratio postprocessing slightly reduces the performance
of the methods and again increases the number of outliers in MINDIST. BRISK is again worse than
LDB; even more so when using multiple image regions.
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FabMap using SIFT and ORB is again very good, while BRISK results are slightly worse,
comparable to sigafc. For most methods, MINDIST values are higher than using holistic methods.
However, FabMap with SIFT and ORB without the ratio postprocessing have lower 95th percentiles.
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Figure 19. Results for the full Quorum V database using signatures and features. See Figures 13 and 14
for details.

4.3. CITEC Database

4.3.1. Holistic Methods

Figure 20 shows the results for the CITEC database. All methods perform well, like with the
previous datasets (the minimal distance between images is 0.1 m on this database). Using the mean
ratio postprocessing introduces many outliers in MINDIST, while the min ratio only adds some of them
for the intensity-based methods. The ROC curves for the min ratio improve, but the overall results of
the mean ratio are worse.

4.3.2. Feature and Signature Methods

Figure 21 shows the results for the CITEC database, using feature and signature methods. Using
multiple regions for ABLE with LDB is again better than a single one, with four giving the best results.
Although the orientations of the images are more random throughout the map, neighboring images
often are oriented in the same or opposite direction, due to the meandering lane structure of the map.
The min ratio greatly improves the AUC results for LDB for all tested numbers of regions, while the
mean ratio mostly benefits the single region descriptor. BRISK as usual performs worse than LDB.
While the ratio postprocessing increases AUC values, especially for ableBRISK1-min, MINDIST values
increase as well.

FabMap is better than ABLE for this database, and it shows no outliers in MINDIST with the SIFT
or ORB descriptor. The ratio postprocessing methods impact the results by increasing the outliers
for BRISK (both min and mean) and SIFT (especially mean). sigafc also performs well, but using
the ratio postprocessing method clearly increases the median of MINDIST.
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Figure 20. Results for the CITEC database using the visual compass method and warping. See Figure 13
for details.
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Figure 21. Results for the CITEC database using signatures and features. See Figures 13 and 14 for details.

4.4. Outdoor Database

4.4.1. Holistic Methods

Figure 22 shows the results for the outdoor database. All methods perform very well, with high
AUC values and only few outliers in MINDIST. The ratio postprocessing again causes more outliers
to appear, with only small impacts on AUC values.
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4.4.2. Signature Methods

Figure 23 shows the results for ABLE and sigafc on the outdoor database. FabMap was not
included, as we only used the indoor databases for training and the outdoor database is only used as
a preliminary study. While LDB and sigafc perform similarly well as the holistic methods, BRISK
results are again worse. The number of regions has no considerable impact on LDB, as all images have
about the same orientation. However, results for BRISK differ, with one region giving the best result.

Computing the ratio postprocessing methods shows similar effects as in the previous datasets.
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Figure 22. Results for the outdoor database using the visual compass method and warping. See Figure 13
for details.
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Figure 23. Results for the outdoor database using signatures. See Figures 13 and 14 for details.
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4.5. Grid Cross-Database Experiments

4.5.1. Holistic Methods

The dissimilarity values for the lab day/night database (green in Figure 8 (left)) show a much more
shallow minimum than for the same-database test. The more indistinct minimum poses a challenge
to a threshold-based classification which is confirmed by the results.

Figure 24 shows the results for the cross-database experiments. The e-nsad measure is clearly
better than all other methods, which perform worse than in the same-database tests. While a small
improvement occurs for e-nsad using more scale planes, this does not generally hold for the
intensity-based measures. The median MINDIST for i-nsad and i-sad are small, but the 95th
percentile is very high. warping lies between e-nsad and the intensity-based methods. This indicates
the advantage of using edge-filtered images for illumination-tolerant image matching. The mean
ratio causes worse results for all methods, while the min ratio slightly improves the AUC values.
The MINDIST values are again increased for most methods, but outliers are reduced for warping using
the min ratio postprocessing.
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Figure 24. Results for the cross-database tests using the visual compass method and warping.
See Figure 13 for details.

Figure 25 shows AUC and MINDIST values for the individual cross databases. An influence
of the day-night/night-day pairing can be seen especially for the intensity-based methods.
The snapshots were always taken from orientation 270◦ and current views from orientation 180◦

(effectively changing the orientations within the image pairs). Intensity-based methods perform
especially poorly on the lab cross-database, while the results for e-nsad-1 are very good. The ceiling
lamps in the night images feature prominently (Figure 26) and appear very different in the day images.
Such strong changes pose a challenge for intensity-based methods. Reducing the elevation angle
of the image mapping from 75◦ to 48◦ improves the performance of these methods (Figure 27).
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Figure 25. Plots of the AUC values (top row) and MINDIST (bottom row) for the individual
cross-database tests (1: lab day/night; 2: lab night/day; 3: office day/night; 4: office night/day).
The results on the lab database are noticeably worse than on the office databases, especially using
intensity-based measures. An influence of the day/night or night/day pairing can also be seen.

Day Night
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Figure 26. Example images from the lab database at day and night for maximum elevation angles
of the image mapping of 75◦ and 48◦. While the ceiling lamps feature prominently in the high-elevation
images, they are less pronounced with the reduced elevation angle.
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Figure 27. Exemplary ROC curve for i-sad-1 and AUC values for all holistic methods with different
elevation angles on the lab day/night database.
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4.5.2. Influence of the Low-Pass Filter

Larger relative cut-off frequencies for the Butterworth filter (weaker filtering) show small
improvements on cross-databases. The AUC values lie between 0.4 and 0.65 for most intensity-based
measures. The values for e-nsad-1 are consistently above 0.85, increasing with higher frequencies, only
dropping down to 0.6 for a very strong low-pass filter with relative cut-off at 0.04 (data not shown).

4.5.3. Feature and Signature Methods

Figure 28 shows the results for cross-database tests using feature and signature methods. Results
are close to chance level for most methods, the choice of the descriptor for ABLE has little influence,
the results are similarly poor. FabMap using SIFT is better than the other methods, and improves
again using the ratio postprocessing. The ratios for the remaining methods show no considerable
improvement. Results for sigafc are similar.
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Figure 28. Results for the cross-database tests using signatures and features. See Figures 13 and 14
for details.

4.6. Mixed-Database Experiments

4.6.1. Holistic Methods

Figure 29 shows the result for all four same and cross grid databases combined. The initial
increase of image matches in the ROC curve comes from the same-database tests, as the dissimilarity
values tend to be smaller than for cross-database image pairs (compare Figure 8 (left)). So a lower
threshold is sufficient to select neighbors. The higher threshold required to distinguish image pairs
captured under different illumination conditions leads to an increase in false positives detected on
the same-database tests. The e-nsad measures again clearly outperform all other methods, similar to
the cross-database tests. Using the ratio postprocessing methods generally improves the ROC curves.
AUC values for i-nsad and i-sad are comparable to cross-database tests, i-ssd performs better.
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Figure 29. Results for the mixed-database tests using the visual compass method and warping.
See Figure 13 for details.

4.6.2. Feature and Signature Methods

Figure 30 shows the results using feature and signature methods. The ROC curve of sigafc has
a shape similar to most holistic methods shown in Figure 29. Using ABLE-signatures on both same
and cross databases together also gives a mixed result. The true-positive rate increases up to about
0.4 before the false-positive rate starts to increase significantly for the LDB raw values. Using the ratios
the false-positive rate starts to increase earlier, the mean ratio cannot identify any correct matches even
for small thresholds. BRISK results are comparably poor.
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Figure 30. Results for the mixed-database tests using signatures and features. See Figures 13 and 14 for details.
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FabMap with raw values is also not very good. Using the ratio postprocessing with ORB or
BRISK first increases both the true-positive rate and the false-positive rate by similar amounts, but for
larger thresholds the true-positive rate increases faster. SIFT again benefits more from the ratios,
with min-ratio giving the best results on mixed-database tests with features. The AUC values for
FabMap with SIFT are similar to the holistic e-nsad method.

While the median MINDIST is often small, the 95th percentile is always very high.

4.7. Speed

Tables 1–3 show the computation times (in milliseconds; with three significant digits, except for
very small values) for holistic methods, FabMap, and signature-based methods, respectively. Each table
shows the computation times on a high-end Intel i7 and an embedded Intel Atom processor, using the
lab grid cross database and the Quorum V database. In all cases, the Atom CPU is considerably slower
than the i7, by a factor of about 10 to 30.

Table 1. Average computation times per image pair (in ms) for the holistic methods on a grid and
the Quorum V database on an Intel i7 and an Intel Atom CPU. Image sizes were 288× 48 (grid) and
512× 128 (Quorum V).

Grid Quorum V

Method i7 Atom i7 Atom

e-nsad-1 0.258 4.91 2.33 35.7
e-nsad-3 0.727 14.1 6.04 93.6
e-nsad-5 1.19 23.4 9.72 151

i-nsad-1 0.261 4.87 2.32 33.4
i-nsad-3 0.737 14.2 6.03 92.0
i-nsad-5 1.21 23.6 9.72 150

i-sad-1 0.224 3.99 2.33 30.2
i-sad-3 0.629 11.4 6.04 82.7
i-sad-5 1.03 18.8 9.73 134

i-ssd-1 0.443 13.5 4.35 116
i-ssd-3 1.27 40.1 11.9 339
i-ssd-5 2.09 66.5 19.7 562

warping 13.3 317 39.5 967

Table 2. Average computation times (in ms) for FabMap using SIFT, ORB, and BRISK on a grid and
the Quorum V database on an Intel i7 and an Intel Atom CPU. Feature extraction (Extract) and cluster
association to the bag of words (Cluster) are preprocessing steps required once per image. Compare
gives the average time for a single image match. Image sizes were 1280× 1024 (grid) and 404× 404
(Quorum V).

Grid Quorum V

Method i7 Atom i7 Atom

SIFT Extract 268 3100 32.3 369
SIFT Cluster 286 3730 60.2 797

SIFT Compare 0.259 2.07 0.122 1.06

ORB Extract 10.2 128 2.46 30.3
ORB Cluster 32.6 428 21.0 291.

ORB Compare 0.235 1.88 0.178 1.457

BRISK Extract 11.7 111 2.38 17.1
BRISK Cluster 45.1 656 5.01 68.7

BRISK Compare 0.272 2.13 0.0795 0.774
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Table 3. Average computation times (in ms) for signature-based methods. All methods require
a one-time signature computation, which depends on the image size. The final distance computation
(Compare) is independent of the image size, and shown in the last columns. Image sizes were 288× 48
(sigafc) and 640× 128 (ABLE) for grid, and 512× 128 (Quorum V, all methods).

Grid Quorum V Compare

Method i7 Atom i7 Atom i7 Atom

sigafc 0.239 2.46 0.535 6.10 0.0001 0.0015

ableLDB-1 0.057 0.773 0.056 0.744 0.0001 0.001
ableLDB-4 0.212 2.87 0.157 2.16 0.0020 0.019
ableLDB-6 0.317 4.28 0.313 4.27 0.0044 0.043
ableLDB-8 0.419 5.64 0.413 5.59 0.0078 0.077

ableBRISK-1 0.032 0.346 0.029 0.338 0.0001 0.0006
ableBRISK-4 0.109 1.29 0.052 0.578 0.0011 0.010
ableBRISK-6 0.161 1.93 0.156 1.94 0.0026 0.023
ableBRISK-8 0.212 2.54 0.208 2.49 0.0046 0.041

The times for the optimized compass measures (Table 1) are very similar, as the basic structure of
the code is always the same. Only the actual dissimilarity measure between image columns changes.
On the grid database i-sad-1 is slightly faster than e-nsad-1 and i-nsad-1. The i-ssd-1 measure
uses floating-point representation for intermediate values, resulting in a higher processing time. For the
extended compass with multiple scale planes the computation time increases about linear with the
number of scale planes. Due to some constant overhead, the average factor is 2.8 for three scale planes
and 4.6 for five scale planes.

Warping is by far the slowest measure of these, but it also computes a home vector and refined
compass estimate, adding a second phase with an exhaustive search to the visual compass calculation.
Also, warping computes nine scale planes instead of just one. It is possible to speed-up this method
using different heuristics, trading speed for accuracy of the results.

For the larger Quorum V images the general results are similar, but computation times are higher
due to the larger image size.

Table 2 shows the time measurements for FabMap. SIFT feature extraction and clustering is
considerably slower than ORB or BRISK, by a factor of 10 to 20. However, this step has to be done only
once per image. The final image descriptors are independent of the feature descriptor, so the time for
comparisons is about equal. The average time to compare two images in the grid database is similar to
the computation time of a single-plane visual compass. As the Quorum V camera images are smaller
than the grid camera images, the computation times are lower. BRISK feature extraction and clustering
is also faster, as fewer features are detected in these images.

The computation of the Fourier signature of an image also takes about 0.24 ms (grid, i7), but the
distance can be computed very fast, as only low-dimensional vectors (96 entries) have to be compared.
ABLE signatures take similarly long to compute (depending on the number of regions), along with
a very short distance computation time.

5. Discussion

The holistic methods presented in this paper all work very well on the same-database tests.
The ROC curves for multiple scale planes tend to be slightly better than using only the simple visual
compass with one scale plane. Results for warping are comparable to the visual compass methods, but
the ROC curve is worse on the grid databases, as more changes in the image content can be tolerated
by this method. Thus, images farther away get a lower dissimilarity value, possibly causing false
positive matches in the thresholding process. However, depending on the application, it may be
beneficial to find matches from a wider area: Computing home vectors to matched places allows to
triangulate a relative position estimate. Using triangulations to multiple places allows to check for
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consistency among estimates. The preliminary test on the outdoor database shows that the holistic
compass measures are also suitable for outdoor environments. A more thorough investigation of the
outdoor performance is needed, though, with more databases and cross-database experiments.

FabMap, sigafc and ABLE with the LDB descriptor also show a good performance on the
same-database tests, while ABLE using BRISK generally performs worse than LDB. The number
of regions used for ABLE has to be suitable for the orientation changes occurring in the dataset.
As expected, using 1 or 6 regions fails on the grid databases (where the images have a relative
orientation of about 90◦), while 4 and 8 regions give good results. The images in the Quorum V and
outdoor datasets have mostly a common orientation, so the number of regions has a smaller impact.
Using multiple regions with BRISK in the Quorum V dataset, however, performs worse than only one
region. The images in the CITEC dataset have basically a random orientation, but four main directions
are present. This allows ABLE to find good matches for most image pairs using 4 or more regions.
ABLE with LDB also performs well on the small outdoor dataset, while BRISK is worse, again more
so with multiple regions, although the images have the same orientation. The choice of the feature
descriptor for FabMap has no large influence in our study, with SIFT giving better results than the
binary descriptors.

The ratio postprocessing has a mixed effect on all methods used for place recognition. The ROC
curves often get better, especially for the holistic methods, but the distance to the best matching image,
here presented as MINDIST, generally increases. While the increase is usually moderate, additional
outliers are frequently introduced. Results for the mean ratio postprocessing are usually worse than
for the min ratio.

The cross-database tests with image pairs captured under changing illumination conditions
pose a challenge for all methods. The holistic compass using NSAD on edge-filtered images with
3 or 5 scale planes gives the best results in this case. The other holistic compass methods as well as
warping perform much worse than for same-database tests. While the median of MINDIST is often
small, the 95th percentile is very high, meaning more large distances are present. Edge-filtering the
images shows an important advantage for these tests, as already shown in our experiments with
visual homing [42,52]. While the ROC curve and AUC for warping (which also works on edge-filtered
images) is comparable to the intensity-based methods, it still shows lower MINDIST values. The ROC
curves for most holistic methods improve when using the min-ratio postprocessing. The ceiling lamps
featuring prominently in the images also cause problems for the intensity-based methods, as they
are switched on or off in the image pairs. Reducing the elevation angle so the images contain less
information about the ceiling mitigates this problem. Thus, it is important to consider possible impacts
that the environment may have on the applied method. However, such impacts may not be apparent
in advance.

The signature and feature-based methods perform close to chance level on the cross-database tests.
Even the BRISK descriptor, which compared well in our visual homing study [46], gives no usable
results. SIFT is slightly better than the other descriptors, and the ROC curve using this descriptor
improves using the ratio postprocessing.

The holistic compass using the NSAD measure on edge-filtered images also performs best on
mixed-database tests, clearly outperforming the intensity-based measures. warping again performs
similar to the intensity-based holistic compass methods, but has lower MINDIST values. Applying
the min-ratio postprocessing further reduces these values and removes outliers. FabMap using the
SIFT descriptor performs similar to warping on mixed-database test, with more outliers in MINDIST.
Using the min-ratio postprocessing, SIFT results improve, achieving AUC values comparable to e-nsad.
MINDIST values are still higher, though. The other feature and signature-based methods perform
worse, without any improvements from the ratio postprocessing.

The time to compare two images using a visual compass or FabMap is relatively slow compared to
the very fast comparison of low-dimensional signature vectors. ABLE, FabMap, and Fourier signatures
require a one-time preprocessing computation per image. The holistic methods do not require this step.
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Min-Warping, which also computes a home vector and includes an extensive search, is considerably
slower than the compass methods.

Figure 31 shows an overview of computation time (per image pair; i7 CPU) and the mean
distance between the current view and the best-matching snapshot on the lab day/night cross database.
Signature-based methods are very fast, but the mean distance to the best-matching image always
lies above the acceptance radius (dashed line). The visual compass on edge-filtered images (e-nsad)
achieves the best results in terms of distance. Warping, while being the slowest method, also achieves
a very low mean distance. Using multiple scale planes for the intensity-based visual compass methods
increases the mean distances and computation times. Results for FabMap are comparable, with SIFT
giving the lowest mean distances. However, it has a very long preprocessing time for feature detection
compared to the binary descriptors.
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Figure 31. Average image comparison time vs. place recognition performance for all methods (without
ratios) on the lab day/night cross database. The horizontal axis shows computation times on a
logarithmic scale, the vertical axis the mean distance between a current view and the best-matching
snapshot. The dashed line marks the acceptance radius for the grid databases. The colors match the
ones used in Section 4. SIFT/ORB/BRISK (blue symbols) refer to FabMap, LDB-*/BRISK-* (triangle
symbols) refer to ABLE.

As mentioned earlier, the actual application at hand determines the required quality of place
recognition results. Early SLAM systems required the absence of false-positive matches, but current
methods can tolerate them more easily. One approach for complete coverage that is currently
being developed in our research group uses place recognition results to calculate a relative pose
estimate using triangulation with multiple image pairs. False image matches may be rejected based
on inconsistent triangulations.

For the most efficient application of the presented methods for place recognition, a preselection
of images using a fast signature method, followed by a more accurate holistic visual compass, seems
advisable. Such a combined method still has to be investigated, though.
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6. Conclusions

We compared different methods for visual place recognition in multiple indoor and outdoor
databases, under constant and changing illumination conditions. Most methods perform very well in
same-database tests, but challenging situations still occur. This includes places that are visually very
similar, as in the corridor segment of the Quorum V database. Parameters of different methods also
have to be chosen carefully: When using ABLE signatures, the number of regions used to describe
an image has to be suitable for the expected orientation changes between images. FabMap requires
a training phase before it can be applied for place recognition, and environments that differ strongly
from the training data may be challenging. In cross- and mixed-database tests, the visual compass
using NSAD distance measure on edge-filtered images (e-nsad) clearly outperforms all other methods.

Although the visual compass provides accurate matches, it is significantly slower than signatures
when comparing images. Signatures, however, require a one-time precomputation step. A promising
approach when comparing a large number of images within a tight time constraint should be
a preselection of match candidates using signatures, with a more accurate validation using a visual
compass. Regarding the applications mentioned at the beginning of the paper, the following suggestions
can be made:

Exact matches are crucial for loop-closure detection, so only accurate methods should be used
for place recognition in this case. However, the computations should be fast enough to check for
matches frequently, e.g., for every node added to a topological map. Depending on the robot’s
navigation strategy, it may be necessary to check many images for matches, so the preselection using
signature-based methods may be required for low computation times. Using a sequence of multiple
images to determine a match (like the approach taken in [20]) should allow to improve the accuracy
for this task.

Solving the kidnapped-robot problem should not have a tight time constraint, as the robot may
remain stationary during this task. Still, preselection could be used to quickly exclude non-matching
locations, before using a more exact method like the visual compass. Warping, which tends to accept
images within a broader region, can also be used to identify promising matches using fewer images.

While traveling along a route in a topological map, the next target image is usually known in
advance, and place recognition only has to detect when the reference image position has been reached.
Thus, no large number of image comparisons is required and holistic methods can be applied directly.
Identifying intermediate nodes on the route may be less important than exactly arriving at the goal,
so matches from a broader region may be acceptable in this case. However, the target node should only
be switched if the robot can reach the next node (using for example visual homing) from its current
position. Thus, matches should not be accepted too early. A possible approach is to compare the image
dissimilarity between the previous and next target node, and switch once the best match changes.
Warping may be used both for visual homing and place recognition in this task, as it computes all
information necessary to reach and match the next node along a route.
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Appendix A. Parameters

Table A1 lists the parameters used for the visual compass and warping. The pixelScale and
postScale parameters used for conversion between floating-point and integer types in the SIMD
library have been computed for each database individually. For the normalized measure NSAD and
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warping, these scales only affect intermediate results directly, but not the final dissimilarity value
(only through possible saturation or rounding of intermediate values). Scales for SSD were set to 1.0,
as floating-point data types are used, so no saturation has to be considered. SAD used a pixelScale of
100 (conversion from floating-point values between 0 and 1 to integer) and a postScale of 0.1.

The vertical resolution in radians per pixel was computed from image height and vertical opening
angle for our own image databases. As the opening angle and exact mapping (e.g., polar or hyperbolic)
were not provided for the Quorum V database, we use nearest neighbor interpolation (vertical
resolution argument of −1 in the Min-Warping code).

Table A2 lists the parameters for ABLE, Table A3 the ones for FabMap.

Table A1. Parameter settings for holistic methods.

Parameter Value

scale planes (warping) 9
max. scale factor 2
max. threshold 2.5
interpolation 0
nα (grid, outdoor) 96
nψ (grid, outdoor) 96
nα (CITEC, Quorum V) 64
nψ (CITEC, Quorum V) 64
max. scale factor (3 scale planes) 1.1
max. threshold (3 scale planes) 1.4
max. scale factor (5 scale planes) 1.3
max. threshold (5 scale planes) 1.6
warping search mode full double
bins for histogram equalization 64

Table A2. Parameter settings for ABLE (library defaults).

Parameter Value

BRISK corner detection threshold 5
BRISK octaves 8
BRISK pattern scale 1.0

Table A3. Parameter settings for FabMap. Most values are library defaults.

Parameter Value

SIFT number of features 500
SIFT octave layers 3
SIFT contrast threshold 0.04
SIFT edge threshold 10
SIFT sigma 1.6

ORB number of features 500
ORB pyramid scale factor 1.2
ORB pyramid levels 8
ORB edge threshold 31
ORB BRIEF pixel comparisons 2
ORB score Harris
ORB patch size 31
ORB fast threshold 20

BRISK corner detection threshold 85
BRISK octaves 3
BRISK pattern scale 1

Vocabulary size 10,000
Detector model PzGe 0.39
Detector model PzGNe 0
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